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SUlTInary

A new heavy ion accelerator facility for radio-
therapy' is bei ng designed at the Lawrence Berkel ey
Laboratory. Perfonnance requi rements have been
established. Ions from helium to argon can be
accelerated to a maximum energy of 800 MeV/nucleon
with intensities in the range 108_109 particles
per second. The accelerator subsystems consist of a
1inac injector, a synchrotron and a beam delivery
sy stem. Speci ficati ons have been developed for many
of the technical components, and some detail s of the
technical design are presented.

Introduction

A general description of the heavy ion medical
accelerator now under design at LBL is given in re-
ference 1. Ions ranging from helium to argon are
accelerated to final energies from 100 to 800 MeV!n
with intensitiesand beam characteristics suitable
for radi otherapeuti c treatment of 1arge, and often
deep-seated tumors. The overall design objectives
are most economically met with an alternating grad-
i ent synchrotron. Because treatment times are short,
typically 1 or 2 minutes, and patient set-up times
are 20 to 3') mi nutes, the syncl1rotron can be effici-
ently switched between as many as 8 treatment rooms.

The unique challenge in the design of this accel-
erator is to provide flexibility in the choice of ion
spec i es and energi es on a pati ent-to-pati ent basi s,
while at the same time providing an unusually high
degree of reliability and operational simplicity.
~;nimizing staffing and other operational costs is
also extremely important if heavy ion radiotherapy is
to be made available at a hospital or major medical
complex.

The design approach is first to provide multiple,
independent ion sources each similar to the

IIdual-heade~'2) sources at the A9EL injector at theSuperHILAC. This redundancy is a highly cost
effective means of providing the needed flexibility
and rel i abi 1i ty. Second, a hi gh perfonnance control
system, described more fully in reference 3,
addresses the issues of reliability and operational
simplicity. It is similar to the control $ystem
recently developed for the '9EL injector.(4) It
consi sts of a 1arge number of di stributed micro-
processors to handle the I/O data, monitoring,
control, and operator displays. A powerful mini-
computer is incorporated to handle a variety of high
level control functions including automated diagnos-
tics and beam line tuning. Finally, conservative
design practices are being followed throughout to
ensure reliability of individual components.

Intensity Requirements

The intensity is specified by requiring that the
prescribed dose can always be delivered to large
treatment volumes in about one minute. For silicon

*Thls work was supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SFOO098,and in
part by the National Cancer Institute, of the
National Institutes of Health under grant No. CA19138.

ions, a minimum intensity of 2.6 x 107 ions/see
must be delivered to the patient. tf this require-
ment is .met for the silicon beam, it can readily be
met for lighter ions. ~eams heavier than silicon are
not used in the treatment of large tumors, and
consequently have substanti a' ly ---,-ower i ntensi ty
requ; rements. Silicon has therefore been adopted as
the design ion.

Table 1 gives the flux or instantaneous intensity
for a silicon beam at critical points alon') the ac-
eel erator chai n, work;ng backward from the target.
~est estimates for the transmi ssi on of major com-
ponents are i ndi.cated. The spurce perfonnance quoted
has been obtained by ~avinJ5) The factor of two
perfonnance margi n provi ded by the transmi ssi on ef-
ficiencies in Table 1 will allow the minimum accept-
able dose to be 1elivered without optimum performance
of all the accelerator systems. The nominal synchro-
tron rep rate is ~ ~z; however, it will be capable of
operating at 4 '"4z, providing twice the average flux.
~lso, a more advanced therapy beam preparation system
such as one now under evaluation at L~L would imorove
the above quote1 10% efficiency by a factor of four.

Table 1: Silicon tntensity Sc~edule

Required 28Si+14 ions on target

"'achi ne rep rate
Therapy beam preparation
Extraction efficiency
Acceleration efficiency
R. ~. capture efficiency
Injection efficiency (single turn)

Number of injected particles/pulse

Revolution time

Injected particle current
Injected electrical current

Transfer line (8 ~eV/n)
Poststripper linac (q/A=.30)
Stripper 1 (1.75 ~eV/n)
Prestripper linac (q/' =.143)
R~Qpreaccelerator
LE~T efficiency (8.4 keV/n)

Source ion
Source el ectri cal current
Source particle current
Proven source performance

Injector

2.6lI)7/sec

2 ~z
1).1
1).75
lor)
O.S
a.9

3.8 la8

2.34 microsec

26 p micro amp
369 e miero amp

O.6 (14+)
a.75
0.39
0.9
0.8
0.8

Si+4
11)00 e mi c ro amp

~5f) p micro amp
Sf)Op micro amp

The injector system must possess a high reliabi-
lity and ease of operation suitable for siting in a
hospi tal envi ronment. ~ conservati ve des; gn for the
system has been adopted that also attempts to mini-
mize the overall size.

The injector ;s comprised of a small number of ion
sources, providing ions up through argon at q/~~.14,
each on a 61) kV stand, followed by a 21)0 "'~z ~~Q



structure which accelerates to 250 keV/n. The ~~Q is
followed by a 1.75 MeV/n prestripper Alvarez opera-
ting in the 2 beta lambda mode, a stripper, and an 8
MeV/n poststripper Alvarez operating in the beta
lambda mode. Both Alvarez linacs also operate at 200
MHz. The beam is stripped once again before injec-
t; on into the synchrotron. A momentum spread of no
greater than * 0.2S~ is obtained by a debuncher
cavity located in the transfer line 10 m downstream
of the linac. The total linac length is 25 m. Up to
four individual ion- sources may be accommodated.

The RFQ 1s essenti ally identical to one currently
undergoing tests at L3L.(6) The Alvarez sections
are conventional throughout. The peak RFQ power
requi rement is roughly .1 MWwith a duty factor of
0.1 %. The two Alvarez tanks require a total peak
power of approximately 2 MW.

The RF system for the linacs consists of a
separate power amplifier and drive chain for each
cavity. This is needed for ease of control of the
phase and gradi ent over the wide range requi red for
acceleration of all of the required ions. The phase
and gradi ent are computer controll ed, and regul ated
by a control chassi s identical to the uni t developed
for the 3evatron upgrade project.(6) This unit
uses a unique phase control system to control the
phase over a full 360 degree range.

Synchrotron

Magnet Lattice Design
The synchrotron accelerates fully stripped beams

from 8 to a maximum of 800 MeV/n and has a
circumference of 91.8 m. To ensure ease of tuning, a
separate function design is used and the periodicity
is made as high as possible. The lattice consists of
three superperi ods of three cell s each. Each cell
consists of a 0/2 a F a D/2 sequence with about a 90
degree phase advance. Three cells are assembled into
a superperiod, with all straight sections except the
second and fifth containing bends. Thus the lattice
has six 4.7 m long straights and tune of 2.3. The
basic periodicity is weakly three, with a stronger
periodicity of order nine.

The 12 dipoles are each 3.2 meters long and
operate at a maximumfield of 1.593 T. The 18 quad-
rupoles are each .4 meters long and operate at a
maximumgradient of 6.9 T/m with a 5 cm aperture
radi us.

The maximum beta functions, both radial and
vertical, are less than 17 meters, and the maximum
value of the off-momentum function is 5.4 meters.
Assuming a normalized emittance of .15 pi cm-mrad, a
momentumspread of * 0.4% after r. f. turn-on, and
orbit a"owances of * 0.7 em radially and * 0.5 em
vertically, the quadrupoles must have a 5.0 em
aperture radius. The magnet horizontal aperture
requirement of * 4.5 em is established by the

extraction conditions; the * 1.9 em vertical magnet
aperture is detennined by the injection conditions.
The good field of the magnet must extend to t 3.8 em.

Two families of three sextupoles are included to
vary both the radial and vertical chromaticity of the
Machinee These sextupol es are located symnetri ca 11y
at F- and D-quads, where there is substant;al
momentum dispersion. "11 of these elements are
located in the 0.75 m short straight sections. Two
families of six closed orbit correction modules are
included, with an extra module located near the
magnetic extracti on septum. Eachmodule cons;sts of
a beam induction electrode that senses both the x and
y centroi ds of the ci rculati ng beam, and x and y
deflecting dipoles with strengths of 60 gauss-meters.

1njecti on
In keeping with the philosophy to design for

operati onal simplicity, a si ngle-turn i njecti on
scheme has been adopted. Thi s system consi sts of a
magnetic septum 1.6 meters long followed by a
ferrite-loaded fast !(icker magnet .1 meters long, all
.contained within one straight section.

Extracti on
As long spills up to 300 ms are required, resonant

extracti on is used. The extracti on system consi sts
of a .5 meter long electrostatic septum. followed by
a 2 meter long magnetic septum approximately 90
degrees in phase advance downstream. Two sextupol es
are included to produce the non-linearity and a fast
quadrupole is included for finely adjusting the tune
during extraction.

Dipole Magnet Power Supplies
The two operat10nal modes at 2 and 4 ~z have duty

factors and fl at tops of 60 and 21)%, and 300 and 5')
ms respecti vely. In both cases the ri se and fall
times are 100 ms. This requi res that the ri ng mag-
nets go quickly to very low current and be ramped
back on in a controlled fashion, all in 2')0 ms. It
is desireable to transfer the large stored energy out
of the bending magnets and return it to the magnets
within 200 ms. It is proposed to accomplish this
using a resonant capacitor energy storage system with
a latched flat top auxiliary supply (see Figure 1).
The SCRpower supply at the left of the figure is
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Fig. 1: Schematic resonant energy storage system for
4 of the 12 synchrotron dipole magnets

used to compensate for energy losses and, during flat
toP. to regulate the current to about a.ol5":- with a
rippl e of 0.05%. Power is suppl i ed by three such
systems connected in series at every fourth magnet to
reduce the YoltaJe-to-ground at each magnet. Each of
the three banks has a capacity of 0.05 farads and
operating voltage of 300~ volts. They can be made of

2

Table 2: Linac Parameters

RFQ Prestripper Poststripper

Ion 5i+4 51+4 51+10
Energy in 8 250 1750 keV/n
Energy out 250 1750 8000 !(eV/n
Length 2.5 10.4 11.1 m
No. cells 400 84 78
Aperture rad .2 .5-.8 1-1.25 cm
Focusing E5 ++-- ++--
MaxBI L 52 47 It Gauss
Axial field 2.2 1.8-2.3 "'V/m
Freq 200 200 200 MHz
Nonn Accept .05 .13 .4 pi cm-mr
Avg gap field 9.0-9.2 8.8 MV/m
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many capacitors in parallel and arranged in rack
modules for ease of assembly and maintenance.

RF System

The synchrotron RF system must cover a frequency
range of approximately 1 to 7 ~Hz (assuming second
hannonic). This can be done with a ferrite-tuned
cavity, using 4 cells, connected with the RF in
series aiding, the bias turns in series, and the RF
on the bi as windi ngs arranged to cancel. The di sics
of ferri te in thi s cavi ty are very close together
which gives a high stacking factor. and reduces the
total amount of ferrite required.

The RF power is provided by a pair of medium power
tetrodes operating in push-pull. and connected to the
external bias bussbar. It is possible .to design the
RF system with only a single tube in the output
stage. but it is somewhat easier to design a broad-
band system if two smaller tubes are used. The power
amplifier is operated as a linear amplifier in class
B mode. Frequency and amplitude modulation are
applied at a low level stage.

The RF driver is a cOl1l'Tlercial broad band solid
state unit of a few KWoutput. These amplifiers are
available from several manufacturers and are
generally sold as cOl1l'Tlunications amplifiers.

Vacuum System

The Med1cal Accrlerator has a main ring vacuumrequi re;nent of 10- Torr. The whol e vacuum system
can be thought of as twelve nearly identical modules
in a ring. The modules consist of vacuum chambers
for one-half a quadrupole (100 mm x 0.5 m). a dipole
(100 mmx 41 mmx 3.2 m). a quadrupole (100 mmx 1 m)
and one-half a straight section (100 ImI x 2.5 m).
The dominant gas load is a functi on of surface area
only. Water will be the dominant gas species of an
un:>aked vacuum system for the fi rst few days after
pum;>down. The ability of liquid-nitrogen cooled
surfaces to pump water makes it possible to
internally cryopump water at the entrances of the
dipole and pump all other gases with external pumps.
Sy placing 900 liter-per-second pumps for
noncondensabl es in the middl e of each strai ght
section of the ring and a 95% efficient liquid
ni trogen cryopump at each quadrupole. a sati sfactory
operating pressure distribution should occur after a
few hours. The minimum volume for the accelerator
vacuum chamber is about 1.000 liters. Using 2,000
liters as a reasonable upper limit. the roughing time
to crossover for a 20 liter per second pump would be
under 30 minutes. Thi s roughi ng can be done at a
sin~'e point in the system with only slightly longer
roughing time than distributed roughing would offer.

Therapy Beam Preparation

In order to provide radiation fields suitable for
heavy ion radiotherapy. it is necessary to modify the
spatial characteristics of external the beam. A beam
size of 30 x 30 cm is often required in the treatment
of large tumors. and must be provi ded with a
uniformi ty of a few percent. The scatteri ng
foil-oc~luding ring technique presently in use at
Harvard{ 7) and Berkeley( 8) works well for 1ighter
ion species but for heavier ions such as Ne. Si and
Ar, the associated energy loss and beam contamination
problems become more severe. For these beams a
magnetic deflection system represents a more
satisfactory solution. A system of two orthogonal
dipole magnets, arranged to scan the beam in two
dimensions. can not only provide cleaner beams with
the required field size and unifonmity. but also
offers the potential for high resolution field
definition and three dimensional scanning. Two
fast-pulsed magnets have been built and recently

installed in the radiotherapy area at the ~evalac in
order to evaluate this concept in a clinical setting.

Radiation Shielding

Preliminary specifications have been developed for
the rad; ati on s"; el di ng requi red to provi de a safe
environment for the staff of the facility and the
general public. ~ specific arrangement for the
treatment rooms and shielding will depend on siting
of the facility. It is assumed that a hospital set-
ting in an urban area will be the preferred choice.
In this case. it is reconrnended that the treatment
rooms be located one level below grade to minimize
shielding cost. Poured-in-place concrete is speci-
fied wherever feasible. The walls vary in thickness
from 1.5 to 3 meters. ." high density aggregate (3.6
g/cm3) is used to minimize the floor plan area. ~
lower cost, nonnal density (2.4 g/cm3) concrete is
used for roof shielding. 'ccess ports and cranes are
provi ded for i nsta1 lati on of heavy components ins; de
the shielded enclosures.

Conclusion

The goal of thi s effort is to comp1ete a fully
optimi zed desi gn for a medical accel erator sui tabl e
for heavy ion rad;otherapy and other biomedical
app1icati ons. The general requi rements and machine
specifications are now well-defined. Engineering
design of major components is proceeding and detailed
cost estimates and constructi on schedul es are bei ng
prepared. It is anticipated that the desi~n effort
will be completed by mid 1984.
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